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This exam has 21 pages (including the cover pages).

Instructions
This exam is divided into three parts: multiple choice questions (20 points), short answer questions

(40 points), and programming questions (40 points), for a total of 100 points. Follow the directions below
exactly.

• Answer all questions on the exam paper in the space provided and return the exam paper.

• The exam is closed book. Calculators are not allowed. Dictionaries are not allowed.

• Give clear and easily readable answers. When giving programs, make sure to use reasonable identifier
names, good programming style, and include sufficient comments (at least for the tricky parts).

• You can shortcut System.out with S.O.

• Make sure that you allow time to attempt each question. If you get stuck on a question, move on to
the others and come back to the difficult ones later.

• You may want to remember that in Java expressions have the following associativity and precedence:

highest, evaluated first operators associativity

------------------------ --------- -------------

| ! R to L

| * / % L to R

| + - L to R

| < <= > >= L to R

| == != L to R

| && L to R

| || L to R

v = R to L

------------------------ --------- -------------

lowest, evaluated last
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• The following methods of the class string might be useful:

char charAt (int index)

returns the character at the specified index.

int compareTo (String str)

Returns an integer indicating if this string is lexically before (a negative return value), equal to (a
zero return value), or lexically after (a positive return value), the string str.

boolean equals(String str)

returns true if this string contains the same characters as str (including case) and false otherwise.

boolean equalsIgnoreCase (String str)

Returns true if this string contains the same characters as str (without regard to case) and false
otherwise.

int length()

Returns the number of characters in the string

String substring (int startIndex, int endIndex)

Returns a new string that is a subset of this string starting at index offset and extending through
endIndex - 1. This methods throws a IndexOutofBoundsException if startIndex is negative, or
endIndex is larger than the length of the string, or startIndex is larger than endIndex.

String toLowerCase() (String toUpperCase())

Returns a new string indentical to this string except all uppercase (lowercase) letters are converted
to their lowercase (uppercase) equivalent.

• The following information about files might be useful:

– You must import java.io.* in order to perform operations on files.

– File(String filename)

the constructor takes a filename as input and creates a File object. The File object can be
input to the Scanner constructor.

– Any operations on files can throw an IOException.

– Also the Scanner constructor can throw a FileNotFoundException.

MCQs SA 1 SA 2 SA 3 SA 4 SA 5 SA 6 SA7 LONG 1 LONG 2 TOTAL

20 8 6 5 6 5 5 5 20 20 100
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PART A: Multiple Choice Questions (20 points) (20-30 minutes)

You must put your answers in the following table. For each ques-
tion, there is only one possible answer (letter between a and e).

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10

Each question in this section is worth 2 points.

1. Which of the following is TRUE about constructors?

(a) The constructor usually has the same name as the class, but it may also have a different name

(b) The programmer must define a constructor for every class

(c) The constructor must initialize all instance and final variables in a class

(d) The constructor always has return type void

(e) The constructor has no return type, not even void

2. Which of the following are legal Java expressions for declaring and creating an array of
10 integers?

(1) int x[] = new int[10];

(2) int x[10];

(3) int[] x = new int[10];

(a) (1) only

(b) (3) only

(c) (1) and (2) only

(d) (1) and (3) only

(e) (1), (2) and (3)

3. When a checked exception is not handled and is not explicitly indicated as being thrown
by the given method, what happens?

(a) The compiler generates a compile-time error.

(b) The compiler gives a warning, the program may show unusual and unexpected behaviour.

(c) The program terminates with a runtime exception.

(d) The exception is ignored and the program terminates normally.

(e) The execution environment tries to catch the exception internally, if it succeeds, the program
terminates normally, otherwise it crashes.
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4. What does the following Java code print?

public class Test

{

public static void main(String[] args)

{

int[] myarray = {1,2,3,4,5};

for (int i = 1; i <= myarray.length; i++)

System.out.println(myarray[i] + " ");

}

}

(a) 1 2 3 4 5

(b) 2 3 4 5

(c) 1

2

3

4

5

(d) The code does not compile.

(e) The code generates a run-time error.

5. Which of the following statements is TRUE about static variables

(a) A static variables must always be declared final.

(b) A static variable is always public.

(c) A static variable can only be used within static methods

(d) A static variable is useful to store information specific to each instantiation of the class.

(e) A static variable is useful to track how many objects of that class are made.

6. Which of the following statements prints 11?

(a) System.out.println(1+1);

(b) System.out.println(’L’-’A’);

(c) System.out.println("6+5");

(d) System.out.println("1");System.out.println("1");

(e) System.out.println(5+5);
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7. What are the values of a, b and c after executing the following code fragment

double a=1.0, b=1.5, c=0.5;

if (a < b) {

if (a < c) {

c = a;

}

}

else {

if (b < c) {

c = b;

}

else {

a = c;

}

}

(a) a=0.5, b=0.5, c=0.5

(b) a=1.0, b=1.5, c=1.0

(c) a=1.0, b=1.5, c=1.5

(d) a=1.0, b=1.5, c=0.5

(e) a=0.5, b=1.5, c=0.5

8. Which combination of the following methods inside the same class does not cause a
compile-time error

1. public float my_method1(int a, int b) // line 1

2. public float my_method1(int a, int c) // line 2

3. public int my_method1 (int a, int b) // line 3

4. public float my_method1(int a, float b) // line 4

(a) 1 and 2

(b) 1 and 3

(c) 1 and 4

(d) 1, 3 and 4

(e) Any combination of these methods causes a compile-time error.
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9. What does the following code fragment prints?

public static void main(String[] args)

{

String s1 = "I love COMP202, it is a fun course";

try

{

char lastChar = s1.charAt(s1.length());

System.out.println(lastChar + 2);

}

catch(Exception e)

{

System.out.println("A problem has occured");

}

}

(a) e2

(b) e 2

(c) g

(d) A problem has occured

(e) The program won’t compile because it has a syntax error

10. Consider the following piece of code

public static void foo(int n, int i)

{

if(n <= i) return;

foo(n, i+2);

System.out.println("Yes");

foo(n-2, i);

}

How many times is "Yes" printed when foo(4,2) is called?

(a) 0

(b) 1

(c) 2

(d) 4

(e) Infinitely many
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PART B: Short Answer Questions (40 Points) (60-70 minutes)

1. (8 Points) Consider the following code

// confusing bunny code

public class Bunny

{

private String name;

public Bunny (String name)

{

this.name = name;

}

public String getName ()

{

return this.name;

}

public static Bunny transform (Bunny b, String newName)

{

b.name = newName;

return b;

}

}

public class Tester

{

public static void main (String[] args)

{

Bunny b1 = new Bunny("Bugs Bunny");

Bunny b2 = new Bunny("Bugs Bunny");

Bunny b3 = b2;

b2 = transform (b1, "Easter Bunny");

System.out.println("At the end of Tester");

}

}

(a) What happens if we change "this.name" in the Bunny constructor method to "name" (but
leave everything else unchanged)? What happens if we change "this.name" in the getName()

method to "name"?

(b) At the timepoint at which the Tester program prints the line “At the end of Tester”, which
objects exists and what names do they have?

(c) At the timepoint at which the Tester program prints the line “At the end of Tester”, to which
objects do b1, b2, b3 point?

(d) The method transform is a static method that takes a Bunny object variable as input, changes
the name of the bunny and then returns the object variable. This is not really good OO style.
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Rewrite the method so that it follows a more accurate OO style. You can decide to use different
input parameters and have a different return value (and ignore how transform is currently used
within the Tester class).

Example for answering (b) and (c): If the main method of Tester were

public static void main (String[] args)

{

Bunny b = new Bunny("My Bunny");

}

then the solution to (b) and (c) would be

� � � � � � � � � 	 � � � �


YOUR ANSWER:
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ANSWER CONTINUED

2. (6 points) Given the following program excerpt, write the code for the method that can be used by
main to calculate the number of prices that are below a threshold.

public class Tester

{

public static void main (String[] args)

{

double[] prices = {89.99, 15,99, 199.0, 80.00, 99.0, 49.99, 75.0, 99.99};

double threshold = 50.0;

double numberCheap = priceLower(prices, threshold);

System.out.println("Number of prices below the threshold of " +

threshold + ": " + numberCheap);

} // method main

// *** code for method priceLower should go here, but to make sure you

// *** have enough space, please, write it below.

}

ANSWER:
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3. (5 points) What does the following program output?

public class Client

{

private static int nextId = 1;

private int id;

public Client()

{

System.out.println(nextId);

id = nextId;

nextId++;

}

public Client(int i)

{

if(i>nextId)

nextId = i;

System.out.println(nextId);

id = nextId;

nextId++;

}

public int getId() {

return id;

}

}

public class Tester

{

public static void main(String[] args) {

Client c1 = new Client(100);

Client c2 = new Client();

Client c3 = new Client(200);

Client c4 = new Client(200);

Client c5 = new Client();

System.out.println(c5.getId());

}

}

ANSWER:
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4. (6 points) A sequence of execution, sometimes also called a trace, is a sequence of statements that
describes the order of execution of one run of a program or fragment. For example, the trace for the
code fragment :

System.out.print("Hello, "); // Stmt #1

System.out.print("Wor"); // Stmt #2

System.out.print("ld!"); // Stmt #3

is (1,2,3).

Consider the following program :

import java.util.Scanner;

public class Tester

{

public static boolean aboveThree(int x)

{

boolean b = false; // Stmt #1

if (x>3)

b=true; // Stmt #2

return b; // Stmt #3

}

public static void main(String[] args)

{

Scanner scanner = new Scanner(System.in); // Stmt #4

System.out.println("Enter the maximum number of inputs"); // Stmt #5

int y; // Stmt #6

y = scanner.nextInt(); // Stmt #7

if (aboveThree(y))

System.out.println(y + " is above 3"); // Stmt #8

else

System.out.println(y + " is below 3"); // Stmt #9

}

}

(a) Give one possible trace of execution of the program above.

(b) Just before Stmt #6 is executed, which variables (other than args) are in scope (that is, which
variables are accessible at that point)?

(c) Just before Stmt #2 is executed, which variables are in the scope?

ANSWER:
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ANSWER CONTINUED:

5. (5 points) What is the output of the following program?

public class Test

{

public static void main(String[] args)

{

int[][] matrix = new int[2][3];

for(int i=0; i<matrix.length; i++) {

for(int j=0; j<matrix[i].length; j++)

matrix[i][j] = i + j;

}

for(int i=0; i<matrix.length; i++) {

for(int j=0; j<matrix[i].length; j++)

System.out.print(matrix[i][j] + " " );

System.out.println("");

}

}

}

ANSWER:
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6. (5 points) Write the code for a recursive method called recursive division which takes as input a
formal parameter n of type int, and returns as a double the following sum:

1/n + 1/(n-1) + ... + 1/3 + 1/2 + 1/1

The method should return zero if n is not a positive integer. Note that the individual divisions
should NOT be integer divisions. (You can get up to 2 points if you write the method without using
recursion.)

ANSWER:
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7. (5 points) Mary has written a Person class to use in her application. She has added an equals

method to check whether two Person objects are the same by comparing their name fields.

public class Person {

private String firstName, lastName;

public boolean equals(Person other) {

if (other != null) {

return lastName.equals(other.lastName) &&

firstName.equals(other.firstName) ;

}

else // other is null!

return false;

}

// other methods of the Person class...

}

Mary is a very careful programmer and thus she has written her equals method with extra checks to
ensure that the Person other received by her method is non-null. However, this is the exceptional
case, and could be handled better using exceptions.

Recall that a NullPointerException is thrown when we try to use a reference that is null, in
particular when we try to access the fields.

Write a new version of Mary’s equals method that does not use if (...) checks but instead catches
the NullPointerException and responds accordingly.

ANSWER:
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PART C: Programming Questions (60-80 minutes)

NOTE: If you are running out of time: Do the numberOfOccurrencesmethod of programming question
1 and the book class of programming question 2 first. They are easy and you don’t need to read the rest of
the question to write the according programs. Also two of the Library methods of programming question
2 are quite straightforward.

1. (20 Points) For this question you are required to write code for a class called DataOperations. This
class should contain the following three methods which perform the operations indicated.

• public int numberOfOccurrences(String s1, String s2)

This method takes two strings; it finds the number of occurrences of the second string in the
first string, and returns this number.

• public int[] getData(String filename)

This method takes a string which is the name of a text file. The method reads the data the file
contains and stores the following information regarding the file in an int array:

• The total number of lines in the file should be stored in the first index of the array.

• The total number of characters in the file should be stored in the second index in the array

• The number of occurrences of the word “Canada” in the file should be stored in the third
index of the array.

The method should return the array containing the above information.

• Finally, the DataOperations class should contain a main method which gets the file name as a
command line argument, call the getData method and prints the information it obtains from
the getData method.

The class should handle IOException where necessary. Here is a sample run of the program when it
is supplied a file (called OCanada.txt) containing the following information:

O Canada! our home and native land!

True patriot love in all thy sons command.

With glowing hearts we see thee rise,

The True North strong and free!

From far and wide, O Canada,

We stand on guard for thee.

God keep our land glorious and free!

O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.

O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.

> java DataOperations OCanada

Can’t open Ocanada

> java DataOperations OCanada.txt

Number of Lines: 9

Total number of charecters: 310

Number of occurances of the word "Canada": 4
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YOUR PROGRAM:
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YOUR PROGRAM CONTINUED:
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2. (20 Points) For this question you will write a program to simulate a mini-library. You have to write
2 classes. The public constructors and methods for each class are specified as follows:

• class Book

This class models a book. A book has a title which is a String of characters, and a publication
year, which is an integer, and a quantity, which is an integer.

– public Book(String title, int year)

This constructor creates a Book object with the given title and year and sets quantity to 1.

– public String getTitle()

This method returns the title of the book.

– public int getYear()

This method returns the publication year of the book.

– public int getQuantity()

This method returns the quantity of the book.

– public void incrementQuantity()

This method increments the quantity of the book by 1.

– public String toString()

This method makes a pretty print of the book information.

• class Library

This class models a mini library, which can hold up to 5 books. You MUST use an array to
hold the book objects. You are free to use other private fields.

– public Library()

This is the default constructor.

– public void addBook(String title, int year)

This method adds a book with the given title and publication year to the library.

∗ If the book with the same title and publication year is already in the library, then no
Book object should be created. Simply increment the quantity of the matching Book
by 1.

∗ If the book with the same title and publication year is not found in the library, AND
the capacity of the library is not full, then create a Book object for this book, put it in
the book array.

∗ If no matching book is found and the capacity is full, then a warning message is printed.

– public void printCatalog()

This method prints the libaray catalog. For each book, it prints the title, the year, and the
quantity. See the sample run below for the print-out format.
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Sample run

After the execution of the following code:

public class Test

{

public static void main(String[] args)

{

Library lib = new Library();

lib.addBook("Introduction to Java", 2007);

lib.addBook("Calculus", 1962);

lib.addBook("Object-oriented Programming", 2001);

lib.addBook("Calculus", 1962);

lib.addBook("Organic Chemistry", 1990);

lib.addBook("War and Peace", 1978);

lib.addBook("Java for Dummies", 2003);

lib.printCatalog();

}

}

The output is:

Library is full!

##### Catalog #####

Title: Introduction to Java Year: 2007 Quantity: 1

Title: Calculus Year: 1962 Quantity: 2

Title: Object-oriented Programming Year: 2001 Quantity: 1

Title: Organic Chemistry Year: 1990 Quantity: 1

Title: War and Peace Year: 1978 Quantity: 1
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YOUR PROGRAM:
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YOUR PROGRAM CONTINUED:


